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Armyworm Pheromone Trap Report – 2022
(John Obermeyer)
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Dubois/SIPAC Ag Center 0 0 120 21 8 2 2 12 35 72
Jennings/SEPAC Ag
Center 0 0 10 2 2 5 0 0 2 8
Knox/SWPAC Ag Center 0 5 58 24 65 10 12 15 6 10
LaPorte/Pinney Ag Center 0 24 11 44 12 16 9 19 5 14
Lawrence/Feldun Ag
Center 4 31 31 163 306 154 40 150 157 158
Randolph/Davis Ag
Center 0 0 0 0 23 35 10 43 10 0
Tippecanoe/Meigs 0 5 19 70 58 84 3 35 10 25
Whitley/NEPAC Ag Center 0 0 15 17 23 155 276 35 18

Wk 1 = 4/1/22-4/6/22; Wk 2 = 4/7/22-4/13/22; Wk 3 = 4/14/22-4/20/22;
Wk 4 = 4/21/22-4/27/22; Wk 5 = 4/28/22-5/4/22; Wk 6 =
5/5/22-5/11/22; Wk 7 = 5/12/22-5/18/22; Wk 8 = 5/19/22 – 5/25/22; Wk
9 = 5/26/22-6/1/22; Wk 10 = 6/2/22-6/8/22; Wk 11 = 6/9/22-6/15/22

Field Crop Disease Resources For Indiana
(Darcy Telenko)

It is important to monitoring for diseases to make an informed decision
if a fungicide is necessary. As a reminder for disease to occur three
things need to be present; 1. Virulent Pathogen, 2. Susceptible Host,
and 3. Favorable Environment.

Foliar diseases in corn that we monitor in Indiana include gray leaf
spot, northern corn leaf blight, northern corn leaf spot, and tar spot
(figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Examples of A- gray leaf spot, B-northern corn leaf blight, C-northern corn
leaf spot lesions and D-southern rust on corn. (Photo Credits: Darcy Telenko)

 

Figure 2. Corn leaves infected by tar spot. Infection can range from mild to severe
on a leaf. The spots will be raised (bumpy to the touch) and will not rub off. In

addition, they may be surround by a tan or brown halo, and high severity can lead
to a rapid blighting of the leaf. (Photo Credits: Darcy Telenko)

A few questions to think about when scouting and looking for
disease:

What is the disease history in the field? How much residue is1.
still present? (What happened in previous years, if you have a
2-year rotation?)
What growth stage is the field? Early planting vs. late2.
Is irrigation being applied? How much and how often? If water is3.
being applied, it can change the environmental conditions and
disease risk in a field.

See the forecast from the Tarspotter App 
https://ipcm.wisc.edu/apps/tarspotter/
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Figure 3. June 10, 2022 maps of southern rust (left) and tar spot (right). We will be
watching southern rust to see when it moves into our neighbors to the south. When

we start hearing positive reports out of Missouri or Kentucky need to watch
southern Indiana closely.

 

These maps are live that will be updated when a positive county
confirmation is detected. If you are interested in up-to-date information
on the current detection of these diseases, the maps are available on
the front page of our Extension website
https://extension.purdue.edu/fieldcroppathology/.

Should I be putting out a fungicide?

Research has shown the best return on investment in making a
fungicide application in corn and soybean occurs when the fungal
diseases are active in the corn canopy. It is important to keep scouting.

Based on our research, to minimize the impact of tar spot on crop yield
we need to be protecting the ear leaf and above until the corn reaches
black layer. In our fungicide timing trials applications made at VT/R1
(tassel /silk) to R2 (blister) have been the optimum timings at
controlling tar spot, but we did see that once the fungicide ran out of
steam (3-week window) tar spot began to pick up. A well-timed,
informed fungicide application will be important to reduced disease
severity when it is needed, and we recommend holding off until the
diseases become active and corn is nearing VT/R1 (tassel/silk) or even
R2 (blister).

If you suspect tar spot in your fields, please consider submitting
samples for confirmation.  We are interested in documenting the
disease in Indiana, similar to last year. Research funding from the
Indiana Corn Marketing Council is supporting sample processing,
therefore there will be no charge for corn tar spot or southern rust
suspected samples submitted to the clinic.

What to look for: Small, black, raised spots (circular or oval) develop
on infected plants, and may appear on one or both sides of the leaves,
leaf sheaths, and husks. Spots may be found on both healthy (green)
and dying (brown) tissue. Sometime, the black spots may be
surrounded by a tan or brown halo; this is especially obvious on healthy
leaves (see Figure 2).

I want to ask before you submit a sample you do a quick and dirty
“scratch test” to see if you can rub the spot off the leaf, especially if
you have leaves with just a few small spots. I have been successful in
detecting these false spots by using my nail to scratch as the suspect
lesion. This is a quick way to check, but as always if you are unsure
send me an image or the sample to the Purdue Plant Pest Diagnostic
Lab. Please collect several leaves showing the symptoms and send
them with a PPDL form
https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/ppdl/Documents/Forms/PPDL-Form_13MAY1

5FILLABLE.pdf.

Mail to: Plant and Pest Diagnostic Laboratory, LSPS-Room 116, Purdue
University, 915 W. State Street, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-2054.

The lab is operating and the building is open, but the lab door is
remaining locked. If dropping off a sample is more convenient than
shipping, please call or email the lab prior to stopping by: Phone –
765-494-7071; Email – ppdl-samples@purdue.edu.

If you have any questions please contact Darcy Telenko
(dtelenko@purdue.edu) or call 764-496-5168 or PPDL (ppdl-
samples@purdue.edu) or call 765-494-7071

General resources for all field crops:

Purdue Field Crop Pathology Extension site:
https://extension.purdue.edu/fieldcroppathology/

Crop Protection Network: https://cropprotectionnetwork.org/

How to collect foliar disease leaf samples:

Items to have on hand in your truck or car: cooler with ice pack, gallon
plastic bags, marker, notebook paper, and newspaper.

When scouting a field and you identify a potential sample1.
please try to grab 4-6 leaves from that field that are exhibiting
the symptoms.
Take a quick image of the diseased leaf to document (most2.
images will also give you a GPS location if turned on)
Document field location (address, county and GPS location), in3.
addition if possible hybrid/variety, other management practices
and or field comments. Fill out a sample submission form
https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/ppdl/Documents/Forms/PPDL-Form_
13MAY15FILLABLE.pdf

If you have multiple samples please try to include as much information
as possible to help us distinguish between samples.

Either fold or wrap the corn leaves flat in a piece of newspaper4.
(this will keep the sample from molding especially if waiting to
send for a few days).
Once wrapped in the newspaper you can place in a plastic bag.5.
It is possible to layer leaves from different fields into on bag.
Please note this on the sample bag if it does contain multiple
locations. (See images below).
These samples then can be stored in a cool place (cooler with6.
ice packs) or refrigerator until shipped.
Make sure to include your contact information in case we have7.
further questions about the sample.
Mailing samples: The PPDL is not open on the weekend. Ship8.
early in the week (Monday-Wednesday) using a next day deliver
option to make sure you sample gets to us before the For
Thursday shipments DO NOT use USPS overnight delivery. Your
package may arrive at Purdue’s central receiving dock by Friday
but will not get to our lab by close of business on Friday. Instead
use only UPS or FedEx if shipping on Thursday.

Ship sample to:

Plant and Pest Diagnostic Laboratory
LSPS-Room 116, Purdue University
915 W. State Street
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-2054
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Figure 4. An easy way to send corn or soybean leaves to the Purdue Plant Pest
Diagnostic Lab (PPDL), lay the leaf sample flat between a few pages of newspaper,

fold, place in plastic bag, and place in a small box to send to the clinic.

“Best Management Practices” For Bagged
Chopped Silage
(Keith Johnson)

It has been my observation that many livestock producers that once
used tower silos have transitioned to using plastic bags for fermenting
forages. The following photographs, videos, and table depict
management practices that need to be followed for successful
fermentation of alfalfa when a bagger is used.

When cutting the crop, use a mower-conditioner1.
so it crimps the stem every third or fourth inch
up and down the stem without bruising leaves.

Crimped alfalfa. (Photos Credit: Keith D. Johnson)

 

Narrow swaths being merged into a windrow for
chopping (Photos Credit: Keith D. Johnson)

 

Swaths can be merged together to form a2.
windrow that meets the capacity of the forage
chopper used. In this picture, a wheel rake is
used to do the merging. Don’t rake so
aggressively that excessive soil gets in the
windrow.

Alfalfa being chopped. (Photos Credit: Keith D. Johnson)

 

Set the theoretical length of cut on the chopper3.
near 3/8 inch for forage grasses and legumes. A
video segment of a chopper harvesting alfalfa
in the windrow is at:

Squeeze test. (Photos Credit: Keith D. Johnson)

 

Take a chopped representative sample in your4.
hand and squeeze very hard. If moisture oozes
from the sample, the windrows need to dry
more.
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Moisture tester. (Photos Credit: Keith D. Johnson)

 

Pictured is a small, forced-air oven used to5.
determine if a representative chopped sample
is in the target range of 65 percent moisture
(35 percent dry matter).

Alfalfa being unloaded. (Photos Credit: Keith D.
Johnson)

 

The chopped forage is unloaded form the6.
unloading wagon into the small elevator that
takes it to the packing component of the
bagging implement. Video clips can be viewed
at:

&nbsp

Nick Minton by chopped bag silage. (Photos Credit:

Keith D. Johnson)

Dr. Nick Minton, Purdue Extension Beef Systems7.
Specialist, stands by a tube that was in the
process of being filled to capacity. Note the
backstop in the right upper background (light
green).

Packed alfalfa in plastic tube. (Photos Credit: Keith D.
Johnson)

Alfalfa silage made at a correct length of cut,8.
well packed in silage bag, and allowed to
ferment for a month.

 

BAGGED CHOPPED SILAGE
Practice Reason Benefits

Minimize drying
time. Harvest at
moisture 55-65%
(dry matter 35-45%)

Reduces
respiration.
Achieves good
density.

Reduces nutrient and
energy losses. Provides
more sugar for
fermentation. Lowers
silage pH. Lessens
chance of clostridia
producing butyric acid.

Chop at correct
TLC1. Fill silo quickly
(requires
approximately 4 hp
at the bagger for
every 10 hp on the
chopper)

Minimizes
exposure to
oxygen.

Reduces nutrient and
energy losses. Provides
more sugar for
fermentation. Reduces
silage temperature and
heat damage. Has a
faster pH decline.
Improves aerobic
stability. Lessens protein
solubilization. Lessens
chance of Listeria.

Monitor stretch of
plastic bag.

Achieves good
density. Avoids
over stressing
plastic.

Reduces losses. Avoids
catastrophic rip in the
bag.

Leave silage bag
sealed for at least
14 days.

Allows for
complete
fermentation.

Lowers silage pH.
Provides more
fermentation acids.
Improves aerobic
stability. Lessens chance
of Listeria.

Unload 2-6 in/day
(more in warm
weather). Keep
surface smooth.

Limits aerobic
deterioration.

Reduces spoilage. Keeps
silage temperature
lower for improved
palatability.

Discard deteriorated
silage.

Avoids animal
health problems.

Prevents toxic poisoning
and mycotic infections.
Prevents listeriosis and
clostridial toxins.

1TLC=theoretical length of cut (a chopper setting). Chop
haycrop silage near 3/8 inch TLC; chop silage at 1/4 inch TLC,
or 3/4 inch TLC with a roll processor. See The Pen State
Separator, page 249.

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/moisture-tester.jpg
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Best Management Practices” details for bagged1.
chopped silage from Purdue Forage Field Guide –ID-317.
Preference is to have fermentation time of 28 days.

Making quality silage is a process that requires full attention
from harvesting a quality crop, chopping at the right length at
the correct moisture, and packing it quickly so fermentation can
begin immediately.

 

So Lush, So Green, And Oh So Poisonous
(Keith Johnson)

It is that time of year when the yew (pronounced like the letter “U”) is
likely in need of a trim to look best as a landscaping plant. Yews have
been used as a common landscaping shrub or small tree for decades.
They have closely spaced, glossy, rather tough, dark green, linear
pointed-end leaves that are 1.5 – 2 inches long. Hard-to-see male and
female flowers are found on separate plants and form fleshy red to
yellow fruits that contain a single seed.

Many plants have poisonous compounds that can cause all kinds of
concerns, and even death, if consumed. The interactions that I have
had with veterinarians, suggest that the yew is right at or near the top
of plants that cause livestock death. A disheartening scenario is when
yew trimmings are thrown over the fence by the livestock owner or
neighbor thinking that the trimmings would make a great snack for the
livestock. Fresh or dry trimmings, it doesn’t matter. The result will be
the same – death.

Yews are hardy perennial landscaping plants, but don’t toss the
trimmings to your equine, herd, or flock or they won’t see the light of
the next day.

 

A yew bush used as landscaping is in need of a trim. Don’t feed the trimmings to
livestock or death will occur. (Photo Credit: Keith Johnson)

Birdsfoot Trefoil – An Underutilized Pasture
Legume
(Keith Johnson)

Article is in memory of Henry Mayo, Purdue University Extension Sheep
Specialist and a birdsfoot trefoil advocate.

You don’t see birdsfoot trefoil in many Indiana pastures. This perennial
legume is in full bloom now with obvious bright yellow-orange flowers.
The positive characteristics of this forage makes this legume worthy of
consideration. Overgrazing must be avoided if birdsfoot trefoil is to
survive. Basal leaves must not be grazed if birdsfoot trefoil is to remain
in the pasture. With many livestock producers utilizing rotational
stocking and better awareness that overgrazing should be avoided, this
forage has a place in many Indiana pastures.

Information that follows about birdsfoot trefoil is from the Purdue
Forage Field Guide (ID-317) with some modifications. Pictures were
provided by the Purdue University Crop Diagnostic Training and
Research Center.

Minimum Soil Requirements: Somewhat poorly drained, medium
fertility, pH 6.0-6.8.

Plant Characteristics: Perennial legume. Has taproot and yellow-
orange flowers. Grows 15-44 inches tall. Appears to have five leaflets
per leaf, but the two at the base of the stem are considered stipules by
some agronomists. Has high palatability, good winter hardiness, and fair
drought tolerance. Maintains quality better than many other legumes
because of a high leaf to stem ratio. If needed, deferring grazing until
viable seed are present in seedpods can increase birdsfoot trefoil
composition.

Yellow blossoms appear with long day/short night hours.

 

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/article/so-lush-so-green-and-oh-so-poisonous-3/
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Leaf arrangement of birdsfoot trefoil.

 

Birdsfoot trefoil umbel inflorescence.

 

Birdsfoot trefoil seedpod with immature seed.

 

Seed Characteristics: Seeds per pound: 370,000. Emergence time: 7
days. Optimal germination temperature: 68°F. Seeding dates: March 1-
May 1 or August 1-September 1. Pure live seed per acre: 4-6 pounds.
Inoculate seed with a specific rhizobia bacteria.

Birdsfoot trefoil seed.

 

Uses and Comments: A good complement with adapted cool-season
grasses when used as pasture. Not a bloat concern. Some varieties
are better for pasture as they are less erect in growth than those
varieties best used as hay.

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/Birdsfoot-Trefoil-Leaves.jpg
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/Birdsfoot-Trefoil-Flower.jpg
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/birdsfoot-trefoil-seedpod.jpg
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/birdsfoot-trefoil-seed.jpg
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Distribution: The Upper Midwest and Northeast USA.

Cautions: Disease is a concern in  high-humidity, high-temperature
environments. For best persistence, make sure basal leaves are
present after grazing or cutting.birdsfoot trefoil, pasture legume

If livestock producers have concern about bloat and do not permit their
livestock to overgraze the forage, birdsfoot trefoil may be a worthy
legume to include with cool-season grasses.

Indiana Getting Variable Precipitation
(Beth Hall)

Rain continues to be spotty across Indiana with some areas getting the
lion’s share while others are barely seeing a drop.  When considering a
recent 7-day period (June 1-7, 2022; Figure 1), central Indiana seemed
to have missed out on most of the rain.  This translated to central
Indiana receiving around 5%-25% of what it normally received during
that same period from 1991-2020 (Figure 2).  However, if one considers
the recent 30-day period (May 9 – June 7, 2022), the whole northern half
of Indiana appears to have only received 25%-75% of what has
normally fallen (Figure 3).  The period of consideration when looking at
recent climate is important, and no time frame is necessarily superior to
another.  It all depends upon the application.  For example, being on the
dry side over a 7-day period in May could be preferable for agriculture
so planting can happen with fewer muddier fields.  However, a 30-day
dry period could impact deeper soil moisture levels, groundwater
supplies, and stream levels.

 

Figure 1. Accumulated precipitation from June 1-7, 2022.

 

Figure 2. Precipitation for June 1-7, 2022 represented as the percentage of what
normally fell during that period from 1991-2020.

 

Figure 3. Precipitation for May 9, 2022 through June 7, 2022 represented as the
percentage of what normally fell during that period from 1991-2020.

Abnormally dry conditions were briefly introduced in northwest Indiana
last week.  However, rain events earlier this week provided 1”-2” of new
precipitation to this area, lifting that classification … for now.  Climate

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/article/indiana-getting-variable-precipitation/
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/PrecipAcc-7d-June1-7.png
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/06/PrecipPerc-7d-June1-7.png
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outlooks for the 8-14-day period is slightly favoring below-normal
precipitation across Indiana and increased chances of above-normal
temperatures.  Soils could dry out quickly under these conditions
causing stress to shallow-root vegetation.

Accumulated modified growing degree units are quickly increasing with
these warmer temperatures (Figure 4).  When considering an
accumulation start date of Aril 15th, the southern two-thirds of Indiana is
anywhere from 20 to 80 units ahead of the 1991-2020 climatology
(Figure 5).

Figure 4. Modified growing degree day (50°F / 86°F) accumulation from April 15-
June 7, 2022.

 

Figure 5. Modified growing degree day (50°F / 86°F) accumulation from April 15-
June 7, 2022, represented as the departure from the 1991-2020 climatological

average.
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